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Analysis of PISA results suggests that the gender
gap in math scores disappears in countries with
a more gender-equal culture.
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Test score differences between girls and boys
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he existence (1), degree (2), and origin
(3, 4) of a gender gap (difference
between girls’ and boys’ scores) in
mathematics are highly debated. Biologically
based explanations for the gap rely on evidence that men perform better
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(1, 5, 6). However, the performance differences are small, and
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contrast, social conditioning
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and gender-biased environ0
ments can have very large ef-10
fects on test performance (8).

Differences in Test Scores Correlated with Indicators of Gender Equality
LHS: Gender difference in math
Women’s emancipation
(GGI)

105.49±
26.92**

Avg. WVS indicators

83.56±
30.43**
13.21±
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activity rate
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0.45±
0.14**

Women’s political
empowerment
Log GDP per capita,
2003
Constant
Observations (no.)
R2

LHS: Gender difference in reading
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0.15*
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Culture affects the gap. More gender-equal cultures are associated with reducing the negative gap in math
and further enlarging the positive gap in reading in favor of women. Test scores are positively correlated with
indicators of gender equality in society (GGI, WVSs, see text). Economic conditions are accounted for by per
capita Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The correlation persists among high achievers on both tests (table S3).
See SOM for details of statistical analysis. The constant is where the regression line intercepts the y axis, representing the amount the dependent y (gender gap) will be when all the independent variables are set to 0.
LHS, left-hand side variable in the least-squares regression analysis. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01.

math gender gap. Without appropriate controls, we run the risk of capturing a spurious
correlation between the unobserved factors
and our measures of gender equality. We reran
our regression at the student level, inserting a
dummy variable for each country, to control
for unobserved heterogeneity (table S4). The
interaction between gender and GGI index
remains statistically significant at the 1% confidence level in a two-tailed t test, which suggests that the correlation between gender
equality and girls’math scores is not driven by
unobserved heterogeneity. This interaction
between gender gap and GGI remains significant even when we insert an interaction
between gender and log of GDP per capita,
which suggests that the improvement in math
scores is not just related to economic development, but to the improvement of the role of
women in society.
To investigate whether the disappearance of
the math gender gap in some countries translates into an overall improvement of girls or is
simply limited to mathematics scores, we correlated reading performance differences with
measures of women’s equality (see table, above).
In countries where women are more emancipated, girls’ comparative advantage in reading
widens. Comparing Turkey (GGI = 0.59) and
Sweden (GGI = 0.81), we see an increase in the
mean score performance of girls relative to
boys in reading by 18 points, which almost doubles Turkey’s reading gap in favor of girls.

To verify that these results are not driven by
biological differences across countries, we analyzed whether they persist in populations that
have a similar or identical evolutionary history.
To assess history, we used a genetic distance
measure (14–17) based on the frequency of
each allele across DNA polymorphisms.
According to this measure, there are 13
European countries with genetic distance equal
to zero and 26 European countries with genetic
distance less than 100 (table S5). When we
restrict the regression of the table (above) to
either one of these two groups, our findings are
substantially unchanged (table S6).
These results suggest that the gender gap
in math, although it historically favors boys,
disappears in more gender-equal societies.
The same cannot be said for how boys score
in mathematics compared with how boys
score in readings. Boys’ scores are always
higher in mathematics than in reading, and
although the difference between boys’ math
and boys’ reading scores varies across countries, it is not correlated with the GGI index
or with any of the other three measures of
gender equality (table S7A). Hence, in countries with a higher GGI index, girls close the
gender gap by becoming better in both math
and reading, not by closing the math gap
alone. The gender gap in reading, which
favors girls and is apparent in all countries,
thus expands in more gender-equal societies. Similarly, although the gender gaps in
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all math subfields decrease in societies
with more gender equality, the difference
between the gender gap in geometry (where
the boys’ advantage relative to the girls’ is
the biggest) and arithmetic (where the boys’
advantage relative to the girls’ is the smallest) does not (table S7B).
This evidence suggests that intra-gender
performance differences in reading versus
mathematics and in arithmetic versus geometry
are not eliminated in a more gender-equal culture. By contrast, girls’ underperformance in
math relative to boys is eliminated in more gender-equal cultures. In more gender-equal societies, girls perform as well as boys in mathematics and much better than them in reading.
These findings shed some light on recent trends
in girls’educational achievements in the United
States, where the math gender gap has been
closing over time (2).
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